COME VOLUNTEER IN OUR LEARNING GARDEN

PLEASE CONSIDER SUPPORTING OUR GARDEN TO HELP OUR STUDENTS GROW!

OUR IMPACT BY GROWING REAL FOOD:
Growing food in our Learning Garden encourages teachers and students to engage in hands-on, experiential learning. This living laboratory engages student’s creativity and imagination while providing new opportunities for teachers to teach. By growing this garden together, we can build a supportive community for our students and encourage them to value healthy eating!

COME SEE OUR SCHOOL’S LEARNING GARDEN
Our school’s Garden Team manages and coordinates the food crops grown in our garden and the maintenance of the garden. The Garden Team relies on support from parents and community members to successfully grow our Learning Garden.

Our school’s Learning Garden was designed, funded, and installed by The Kitchen Community. The Kitchen Community (TKC) is a non-profit organization that installs Learning Gardens at schools across the country to foster positive, healthy behaviors among students.

The Kitchen Community continues to provide our school’s Garden Team with teaching tools and resources, growing plans, and professional training to assure that we can successfully grow food and engage our students and community in the process.

WE MIGHT ASK VOLUNTEERS TO:
• Plant with a classroom on a planting day
• Join our watering schedule (one day a week can make a big difference!)
• Harvest with a classroom on a harvest day
• Help clean up around the gardens and keep this space clean for our kids

SIGN UP TODAY!

CONTACT YOUR SCHOOL’S LEARNING GARDEN TEAM LEADER:
NAME: ____________________________
CONTACT: __________________________

Please consider supporting our garden to help our students grow!